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4 titles 9 months+
160 x 160 mm · 22 pp · cardboard books

A new series for toddlers.
The toddlers' world through
the toddlers' eyes!

Buonanotte
luna

“i bohemini”

by Eric Battut
6 titles 1 year+
160 x 160 mm · 22 pp · cardboard books

A delightful series for toddlers, based on interactive play
with cute baby animals starring in the stories.
The fresh, playful text can be read in two voices together
with an adult. The pictures are accompanied
by fun onomatopoeia that teases the
imagination and stimulates children
to communicate, making them actors
in their own bedtime story.

The “bohemini-mini” series has the child as the
protagonist and is suitable for the first form of dialogic
reading with its emotional reading pace that enhances
the relationship between the adult and the toddler.
The initial and final pages show framed images of the
objects featured in the books so the child can recognize,
point out and name the things that accompany his day.
The first two “bohemini-mini” books offer a small bedtime
and “wake-up time” ritual with a brief story and warm
illustrations.

Titles
Good morning Sun
Good night Moon
Let’s Eat!
Let’s Take a Bath!

The first title of the series, “Lindo Porcello”
won first prize in the national “Born to Read”
award in the ‘Books in the Making’ category, for:
... the simplicity of the subject, treated in a fresh
and unusual way; the excellent characterization;
and stimulating use of language that invites
the child to participate and repeat.

The Little Mouse’s Hat

Eric Battut

(Il cappello di Topolina)
160 x 160 mm · 32 pp · HB
2 years+

When a picture tells
more a thousand
of words...

The Little Mouse has a beautiful hat, so
beautiful that everyone wants to try it.
The hat gets passed from head to head and
when Litttle Mouse finally gets it back, her
beautiful red hat is no longer the same. It has
completely changed shape… However, after a
moment of sadness, Little Mouse finds a better
use for her beautiful red hat!
A touching silent book about generosity
and optimism...

Friends

Paloma Canonica

Eric Battut

One day Big Red Pussy-Cat finds an egg lying
on the ground. Big Red Pussy-Cat rolls it over
with his paw; it was a fine fresh egg.
At first Big Red Pussy-Cat wishes to follow his
instinct then he decides to postpone his meal
since a well-fed bird is tastier than an egg.
But when feeding the little bird, he becomes
attached to him and... a great friendship
is born!

Eric Battut

(Amici)
160 x 160 mm · 32 pp · HB
2 years+

A book about friendship,
for small children but
not only...

"I’ll tell you a secret,
friends share joy...
and sometimes
even sadness."
Lovely and humoristic pictures accompany a
poetic text about frienship. A book to be explored!

In the nest there are three eggs: one white,
one black and one ... "different".
When the first two eggs hatches the two
chicks decides to get rid of the third,
“different”, egg but while throwing it out
all three of them falls out of the nest!
How will they return?

The Red Pussy-Cat

(Rosso Micione)
160 x 160 mm · 32 pp · HB /
240 x 240 mm · 32 pp · HB
3 years+

A long seller
about friendship!

What an Egg!

(Oh che uovo!)
160 x 160 mm · 32 pp · HB /
240 x 240 mm · 32 pp · HB
2 years+

A beautiful story
about tolerance for
the smallest!

The dragon Bodo series
by Stefan

Gemmel
illustrations by Marie-José Sacré
original size: 200 x 290 mm · 32 pp · HB
small size: 140 x 210 mm · 32 pp · HB
3 years+

Sweet Dreams, Little Hare

(Dormi tranquillo, piccolo coniglio)

Three wonderful stories
about Bodo a kind-hearted
dragon.
Bodo, thanks to his sweet
character, becomes the
friend and protector of the
smaller animals and often
has to face his friends’
big and small problems.
Even though he is big
and has a terrifying look,
he sometimes ends up
in trouble because he
prefers dancing with the
moon and singing to the
sun rather than being “big”
and “scary”.

Just like You!
(Come te!)

Without You!
(Senza di te!)

ireducS aicuL

(Una fame da lupo)
225x 225 mm · 42pp · HB
3 years+
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This morning Wolf wakes up ravenous.
He devours a sheep, a chicken and later on,
for lunch a piglet, a mouse as a snack and
a little bird for dinner... And he can still feel
his belly rumble! What he doesn’t know is
that the animals in his belly are having a
party... Will Wolf find a way to stop his
rumbling stomach?

Do not bite off more
than you can chew...

Lucia Scuderi
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A great return
of two children's
favourites.
With special
double spreads!

(Rinoceronte)
225 x 225 mm · 32 pp · HB
3 years+
Today Monkey wakes up in a bad mood and he
takes it out on Bird who, in turn, offends Toad,
who annoys Crocodile…
The angry crocodile hits Turtle with his tail and
Turtle topples over... right in front of Rhinoceros.
But Rhinoceros, who is in a good mood today,
gently turns over the poor turtle. Touched by the
kindness Turtle returns to Crocodile and passes
on to him his good mood and soon everybody
is happily laughing together. Because who can
resist a good laugh?

Sometimes our mood
is terribly contagious,
bad or good…

The Little King

(Il Piccolo Re)
225 x 225 mm · 32 pp · HB
3 years+

Eric Battut

A funny story for little ones by the author of
the successful series “i bohemini”, Eric Battut,
about a little king who one day is feels “too
small”...
A very warm and
humorous story for little
growing ears and eyes.

I'm leaving!

B. Colombo - P. Canonica

S. Geroldi - G. Braghiroli

Without a Recipe

(Senza ricetta)
145 x 210 mm · 32 pp · HB
4 years+

In Martha’s kitchen everything is possible:
preparing a pizza with flower petals, making
meatballs of sand, playing a pastry-piano four
handed with her mother...
A story in the form of haiku, the ancient Japanese poetry.
The ingredients? Three lines of poetry, seventeen syllables, a lot of freedom
and a bit of imagination, served in small nibbles for all tastes!

R. Francaviglia - M. Sgarlata

(Vado Via!)
200 x 290 mm · 32pp · HB
4 years+

The Cloud Hunter
(Il cacciatore di nuvole)
200 x 290 mm · 40 pp · HB
4 years+

A lovely story in rhyme about a little girl who
one day decides to pack up her things and
"go away"...
Based on a true story.

A beautiful book to read together with your
children and also to laugh about how a
father’s life changes with the arrival of
a little “angel”.

Father Christmas and
the Little Reindeer

A Real Lion

(Un vero leone)
200 x 290 mm · 32 pp · HB
4 years+

A beautiful tale about
courage and
being yourselves.

Pleased to Meet You,
Mr. Bogeyman!

(Babbo Natale e la piccola
renna)
by M.L. Giraldo
200 x 290 mm · 32 pp · HB
4 years+

Martino isn’t a fierce lion: he doesn’t know
how to jump through rings of fire or roar
and scare the audience. So Martino is
thrown out of the circus. Waiting for him
outside are children who make fun of him
but there is also Arianna, a little girl who
is a bit special and very brave, who helps
Martino find his way.

Matteo Gubellini

This year, as always, Father Christmas stacks
the sleigh high with the help of his elves, for
the children waiting excitedly for Christmas
Eve. Everything is ready and then… up into
the starry sky. Suddenly a snowstorm surprises
them and the sleigh must land. They need
shelter for the night. The new day will bring
good weather and also an unexpected present
for Father Christmas.

Giovanni Manna

(Che piacere, signor Babau!)
200 x 290 mm · 32 pp · HB
4 years+

A lovely story about what happens when
children make friends with the monster
in the wardrobe.

Ten lovely dreams: daydreams or for
when you go to bed, accompanied with
magical illustrations.

A Pillow Full of
Dreams

(Un cuscino pieno di sogni)
by L. Manaresi
200 x 290 mm · 32 pp · HB
4 years+

OBAX

200 x 290 mm · 32 pp · HB
4 years+

A beautiful tale about
a child's need to tell
a story and to be
listened to.

The Little Ant and
the Grasshopper

Mona Lisa’s Smile

André Neves

“When the sun rises in the savannah sky, a
gentle light falls on the shadows of the trees
and bushes. And the day warms up while the
men work the land and the women take care
of the house and the children. At nightfall,
emptiness fills everything again and silence
becomes a fine companion to share good
stories with.”

(Il sorriso della Gioconda)
200 x 290 mm · 32 pp · HB
5 years+

For nearly 500 years, people have been gazing
at Leonardo da Vinci’s portrait of the Mona Lisa
with a sense of wonder, asking themselves how
the great painter captured such a mysterious
expression and who the woman was?

Eric Battut

Dusan Kallay

The Little Gardener
(Il piccolo giardiniere)
260 x 260 mm · 32 pp · HB
4 years+

(La Cicala e la Piccola Formica)
by Bozidar Stanisic
223 x 320 mm · 32 pp · HB
4 years+

The famous Aesop’s Fable “rewritten” by
the Little Ant who loves music and company.
A message of peace, understanding and
tollerance for a better world!

A great contemporary
storyteller introduces
children to the mystery
of the portrait.

“A long way away, on an island in the middle of
the sea blossomed a wonderful garden. In the
middle of the garden was the king’s palace.
The garden was so beautiful thanks to the care
of just one gardener; a little gardener, no higher
than a thumb. He neither pruned nor watered
the plants, he just talked to them and the plants
flowered to the sound of his words...”

A beautiful tale of love:
love for people and
for nature.

Earthquake

Ermanno Detti

(Terremoto)
135 x 190 mm · 160 pp · HB
12 years+

The chance discovery that your parents
are not your biological ones is similar to
an earthquake. Marina, an intelligent and
enterprising thirteen-year-old, experiences
both.
A touching Italian story of our times which
retells the need of a courageous and strong
adolescent to discover her roots and her
"real" identity.
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